
Last of the Mnemonics
In his October 2003 editorial, James Ryan
discussed mnemonic devices and
welcomed readers to submit their favorites.
We published a number of those received
on this page in the January 2004 issue,
but that did not completely absorb the
flood of contributions. So here, better late
than never, is a final medley of mnemon-
ics for your consideration.

For those who are astronomically
inclined, another way to remember the
outward order of the planets (Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) is to remem-
ber: “Many Very Early Men ate Juicy Steaks
Using No Plates.” This brief reminder has
the added advantage of having “ate” to
represent the asteroid belt between Mars
and Jupiter. 

For the Great Lakes (Huron, Ontario,
Michigan, Erie, Superior): “HOMES.”

Given the number of additional biol-
ogy-oriented mnemonics our readers
presented for remembering the taxonom-
ic classification system (kingdom, phylum,
class, order, family, genus, species), one
may suspect that many of our budding
chemists had more than a little need for
help in their life science courses. Be that
as it may:

“King Philip Could Of Gotten Stoned ”
[along with his English professor,
perhaps?].

“King Philip Caught Old Fish, Got Sick.”
“Keep Pouring Coal On Fire, George

Said.”
“Kicking Pigs Can Only Fracture Great

Sausage.”

For the diatomic elements (hydrogen,
chlorine, bromine, fluorine, iodine, nitro-
gen): “HClBrFIN ” (read as Huckleberry
Finn).

To remember the standard homonu-
clear diatomic elements H2, N2, F2, O2,
I2, Cl2, and Br2: “Have No Fear Of Ice Cold
Beer.” As an added bonus, when consid-
ering standard states, they are all gases
except Ice (I2 (s)) and Beer (Br2 (l))!

For the geological periods of the Pal-
eozoic and Mesozoic eras (Cambrian,
Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Missis-
sippian, Pennsylvanian, Permian, Triassic,
Jurassic, Cretaceous): “Campbell’s Onion
Soup Develops Miss Pennsylvania Perfectly
to Judges’ Criteria.”

And a complex but useful memory
prod for Gibbs’ phase rule (P + F = C +
2), used in determining the number of
phases that coexist in equilibrium, where
P = number of phases, C = number of

components, and F = degrees of free-
dom, the mnemonic is: “Police Force =
Chief + 2 men.”

This one for the actinides (Ac, Th, . . . ,
Cf): “All Through Passengers, Unless Nota-
rized Properly, Are Checked By Customs.”

And as an alternative mnemonic for
remembering the dicarboxylic acids (in
addition to the “sweet as sugar” one pre-
sented in January): “Organic Makes Some
Good And Patient Students Awful Sick.”

A mathematical helper using the
number of letters in each word:

For pi to 10 places: “Now I have a novel
procedure to really learn pi.”

Contributed by 
Glenn Drew, Dick Henderson, 
Marc S. Hirsch, Lou Matlack, 

Craig C. McLauchlan, Sara N. Paisner, 
William M. Seymour, Fred Valins, 

and Peter N. Yiannos ◆
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Please send your work-related stories to the
Editorial Office as listed on page 3. If your humor
is published, you will receive a Today’s Chemist at
Work souvenir.
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